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The introduction of the concept of distinctive features to linguistics has rightly been compared to the splitting of the atom in physics (cf. Ivanov 1962: 146). The idea that the phoneme, hitherto the smallest and indivisible linguistic unit, could be viewed as a bundle of distinctive features opened new and more effective means of handling the phonemes. It has always, for example, been difficult to classify consonants by place of articulation, since the number of places was more than two and consequently did not yield clear-cut oppositions. The distinctive features theory provided an ingenious way of classifying any phoneme in terms of binary oppositions. For instance, instead of being classified as labial, dental (alveolar), and velar respectively, /p/, /t/ and /k/ could now be classified by two features, compact and grave, as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccc}
\text{compact} & - & - & + \\
\text{grave} & + & - & - \\
\end{array}
\]

where “compact” may be interpreted as “back” (or “posterior”) and “grave” as “peripheral” in the mouth cavity. The wanting combination [+ compact, - grave] is taken in English by the affricate /s/ which thus completes the system of four steps most economically defined by just two parameters. The system is easily extended onto eight steps by the introduction of a third parameter (either tenseness or voice). A fourth parameter (continuity) helps to cover the spirants while it disregards the articulatory differences between the stops and the spirants, there being in English two spirant positions, /θ/ and /s/, corresponding to the plosive /t/, but none corresponding to the plosive /k/.

The classification by means of the distinctive features has not, however, been free from arbitrariness. To make up for the above mentioned asymmetry of the English consonant system, for example, L. G. Jones (1956: 246) proposed the following arrangement of the consonants.
The shift towards articulatory terminology, on the other hand, is welcome, since it is easier to handle and more understandable. Such terms as compact, diffuse, grave, acute, flat, etc. are less easy to identify than the almost self-explanatory terms anterior, coronal, low, high, round, etc.

Finally, the possibility of a positive (plus) feature functioning as unmarked, and a negative (minus) feature as marked, renders the whole concept more flexible and opens new horizons of interpretation.

In our treatment of the distinctive features in this paper we shall deal with them in the following manner.

(1) We shall try to keep the number of the features down to the indispensable minimum. It seems that the hitherto practice of describing the English consonants in terms of 8 features (Halle 1958, 1961, 1964; Hultén 1965; Fisiak 1968) is quite satisfactory.

(2) In the terminology we find it desirable to follow the latest trend represented in Chomsky and Halle (1968). We thus use the features “anterior” (to cover the labials and dento-alveolars) and “coronal” (for the dento-alveolars and palatals) to replace the former “diffuse” and “acute” respectively.

(3) We shall take into account the suggestions of markedness of the features, scattered rather unsystematically in the latest works of Postal, and Chomsky and Halle, and so assign the feature specifications that a plus will automatically denote a marked feature.

The features taken into consideration in our classification of consonants will be the following.

I. Of the Major Class features, the features Consonantal vs. Nonconsonantal (1), and Vocalic vs. Nonvocalic (2). The feature Sonorant vs. Obstruent seems superfluous (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968 : 85n.).

II. Of the Cavity features, first of all the feature Nasal vs. Nonnasal (3); also the features of primary structures, i.e. Anterior vs. Nonanterior (4) and Coronal vs. Noncoronal (5). The features Low vs. Nonlow, High vs. Nonhigh, and Back vs. Nonback are of no consequence and are ignored in the description of consonants (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968: 177).

III. Of the Manner of Articulation features only Contiguous vs. Stop (6) is taken account of. Instantaneous Release vs. Delayed Release (to account for the difference between the plosives and affricates) does not seem necessary.

IV. Finally, of the Source features, Voiced vs. Voiceless (7), rather than the formerly used Tense vs. Lax, and Strident vs. Nonstrident (8) are both of paramount importance.

The markedness of the features will, for the purpose of this work, be accepted as constant (thus differently from Postal or Chomsky and Halle), in the following way.
Our above specification of the distinctive features has the important advantage that the phonemes in the table are all positive markings. We may note that the individual phonemes differ significantly as to the number of their positive marks. Thus the glides rank quite high with 5 or 6 pluses, the lateral has 4, the nasals from 3 to 5, the obstruants from 1 to 4. Particularly noteworthy are the single marks of /t/ and /s/. On the other hand, the highest marked phonemes are the vowels, which have at least 7 pluses. These facts will be seen to correlate with facts of the syllable structure.

Viewed phonologically, as phonotactic complexes, the final clusters of English present a much less clear picture than that perceptible in the initial clusters. This was theoretically predictable, since final clusters may comprise, beside those motivated by the initial clusters, also unmotivated ones (cf. Kuryłowicz's principle IX, 1948: 213).

The general properties of the final clusters, noticed on the surface, are the following:

(a) In four and three member clusters the last sound is dento-alveolar (= anterior and coronal): it is /s/ or /z/ in 4-element clusters, /s z t d/ or /d/ in 3-element clusters. Exception: /mpf/ nymph.

(b) A majority of clusters (101 out of 156) in Hultén's list of 1965, begin with a nasal or a lateral.

(c) Contrary to the vowel-adherent position of the nasals or the lateral, there are no established positions for the obstruants.

(d) Unlike in the initial clusters, there can occur two resonants /lm, ln/, two plosives /pt, kt/, and even three spirants in succession /-t-ts/, but no two successive sibilants.

(e) The same phonemes, alveolars /s z t d/ can occur twice in a cluster, e.g. /-st, -tst, -sts, -sps, -sks/.

(f) Not even are the turbulent clusters in a cluster always all voiceless or voiced, e.g. /-dst, -d9/.

The above facts render an analysis of the structure of the final clusters in terms of phoneme classes like those in the initial clusters rather difficult.

Linguists tried in various ways to describe the structure of the clusters under discussion. Bloomfield (1933: 132f) distinguished the positions of main final, preceded by one or two pre-finals, and followed by a post-final. The membership of each of these positions was stated by means of a number of rather specific rules, but did not establish classes of any generality.

O'Connor and Trim (1953) posited, much like Bloomfield, a normal final, but two post-final positions, and only one pre-final. The membership of each of the positions was clearly tabulated, and the classes obtained were considerably fewer and much more coherent as to their composition. But there
was considerable overlapping in membership of the classes, which caused the analysis to be largely arbitrary in many instances. The number of three-element final clusters tabulated by O'Connor and Trim seems to be smaller than that listed by Hultzén (48 vs. 72), but this is only superficially so, if one compares the difference of 24 with the number of 25 “possible duplicates” in Hultzén. In this light the two tables come very close to each other, and are both very reliable. The same concerns the four-term clusters, where in spite of the apparent discrepancy (7 vs. 15), the types of clusters (in terms of phoneme classes) are all represented.

Probably the best attempt at a structural description was that of A. A. Hill’s, since it was based on the structural classes of consonants extracted from an analysis of the initial clusters. Hill numbered his initial positions 1, 2, 3 from the beginning of the word towards the vowel, and tried to identify his final positions in the same way. In view of the total of four positions, however, he was short of the classes, and had to expand his final clusters by two new positions, -t (membership / t d l/), and -s (membership / s t/); a third position, -h, concerning postvocalic /l/ of the c-full dialects will be neglected here (cf. also Hill’s own remark, 1958: 83).

The reversible order of spirants and plosives in the obstruent section made him, on the other hand, recognize two main types of “forward” and “reversed” clusters. As a result he obtained quite a consistent scheme of a dozen or so cluster types. But even in this classification there were some exceptions, e.g. /fl/, /ks/, /l(f)l/ did not fit into any type. Moreover, not only did the number of pertinent clusters analysed total only 76, i.e. a half of Hultzén’s, but also, which was worse, the classification did not account for such types as */pt/, */mt/, while on the other hand it put together such clusters as */sp/ and */sq/. It was thus hardly satisfactory.

Nor were earlier attempts successful to describe the syllable structure in general phonetic terms of aperture (Sausser) or relative sonority (Jespersen). These theories did not work in the case of plosive and spirant, where the order SP initially and -PS finally was contrary to the theory.

Hultzén’s (1962: 311) division of English consonants into fortes and lenes, with a further subdivision of the lenes into four groups: obstruents, nasals, lateral, and semivowels, and his postulated order (from the vowel)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{j} \in \text{r} \ - \ i \in \text{m} \ y \ - \ b \ s \ g \ j \ v \ ðizi} \ - \ p \ t \ k \ ð \ 0 \ a \ s \ h
\end{array}
\]

is theoretically correct, but rather vague in that it does not explain the privilege of the obstruents to occur more than once in a cluster.

The present attempt at explaining the structure of final consonant clusters is based on the assumption that the phonemes cluster according to their valencies, i.e. the number of plus marked features, which decreases from the vowel outwards. Vowels, which constitute syllable peaks, all have more than 7 pluses. The valencies of consonants, as tabulated earlier, are summed up below.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{j} & \text{w} & \text{h} & \text{r} & \text{l} & \text{n} & \text{m} & \text{k} & \text{b} & \text{p} & \text{d} & \text{t} & \text{j} & \text{ð} & \text{z} & \text{v} & \text{f} & \text{ð} & \text{z} & \text{s}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 5 & 5 & 6 & 4 & 5 & 4 & 3 & 3 & 3 & 2 & 2 & 1 & 2 & 1 & 3 & 2 & 3 & 2 & 2 & 1
\end{array}
\]

Compared with Hultzén’s arrangement, these values according to the lowest valency in each group, show marked correlation, cf. the semivowels /w /j /r/ have from 6 to 5 plusses, the lateral /l/ has 4, the nasals /n/ m/ have from 5 to 3, the voiced obstructs from 4 to 2, the voiceless obstructs from 3 to 1.

Only /l/ with its 5 pluses does not fit into the voiceless obstructs class, but rather into the semivowels class.

The above theory justifies almost all of the two-consonant final clusters listed by Hultzén, except for */sp/, */sk/, */k/.* It justifies in particular the occurrence of */pt/ (valued 4), and */kt/ (valued 6), and the non-occurrence of the reversed clusters */tp/, */tk/ (valued 4). Also the diminishing valency in */ft/, */t/, */st/, */s/, */ts/, and the utmost final occurrence of */kt/ and */sk/.

What concerns the exceptions,

(1) */s/ is a doubtful cluster. It does not occur word-finally, only syllable-finally (Hultzén’s example is isthmus). It is also interesting to quote Whorf (1949: 229) in this respect: ‘Although we can say “nth” power or “ft” power, it takes effort to say the unpermitted “sth” power or “htth” power.’ In terms of valencies these clusters are: */n/25, */f/22, but */t/15, */h/10.

(2) Genuine */l/ occurs only in eighth, otherwise it is paralleled by */d/, */d/ width, widthed, width. The retention of */d/, a voiced +voiceless turbulent cluster, nonoccurrent elsewhere is consistent with the valency principle. Besides, */d/ is special in that it may be regarded as a quiet dental affricate (see Postal 1968: 169).

(3) */sp/ and */sk/, as well as */st/, are well known from the initial clusters (cf. Cygan 1989: 31). As a matter of fact, they are composite phonemes (Vogt 1942: 14) of double function, explosive initially and implosive finally (Kuryłowicz 1948: 210), i.e. they function parallel to */pt/ initially, and to */st/ finally. We propose to assign these compounds the valencies of their vowel-directed member; thus both */sp/ and */sk/ are to be interpreted as having the valency 1 rather than 2 and 3, respectively. */st/ is interpreted in the same way i.e. as having the valency 1, rather than 2, though this is of no consequence in this particular case.

Among the three-member clusters, */sp/, */sk/, and */st/ are then both valued 2, the same as */sp/, */sk/, and */st/, the dichotomies of these clusters being */sp/, */sk/, */st/, */sp/, */sk/, */st/.
The only other three-member cluster which does not conform to the theory is /ks/. Here /ks/ is, in our opinion, to be regarded as a compound, of the valency of the vowel-oriented /k/, i.e., 2. There is some evidence justifying such treatment. /ks/ is the only compound behaving like single consonants under Verner's law; compare

\[
\begin{align*}
/ks/ & : \text{exhibition} \rightarrow /gz/: \text{exhibit} \\
/ks/ & : \text{exercise} \rightarrow /gz/: \text{exert} \\
/ks/ & : \text{exhortation} \rightarrow /gz/: \text{exhurt} \\
/ks/ & : \text{exhalation} \rightarrow /gz/: \text{exhurt}, \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

There are no examples of either /ts/ or /ps/ behaving like this. Also the combination /ks/ is unique as consisting of exactly opposite features:

\[
\begin{align*}
/ks/ & : \text{compact} + - \\
/ks/ & : \text{grave} + - \\
/ks/ & : \text{mellow} + - \\
/ks/ & : \text{continuant} - +
\end{align*}
\]

(In full representation no common marked feature at all.)

Compare also the frequent appearance of /ks/ as morpheme final in English, contrary to /ts/ and /ps/, and the use of x in spelling, e.g. lax, flex, lax, wax, coax, hoax, flex, sex, vec, fix, mex, six, calx, Maxx, ming, ophinx, lynx, or, box, fox, phlux, plox, flux, cuxx, etc.

Yasui (1963: 58, 90) says in this connection: "/ks/ is the only base-final -CxC1 (= two-member, J.C.) cluster among those not containing any sonorants or a semivowel /x/ that can be credited with the status "established". And O'Connor and Trim (1963: 120): "a case may fairly be made out, in view of the fact that /k/ occurs as pre-final only before /s/, for regarding /ks/ as a close-knit compound consonant unit functioning as a simple consonant unit."

In view of the above, the cluster /-kst/ may be analyzed either as /-k. st/ or as /-ks. t/, i.e. with a compound at the end or at the beginning, both interpretations boiling down to /s/.

Among the four-element clusters there are two with /ks/, viz. /-ks0s/ and /-ksts/. The latter would admit of two internal divisions, i.e. either /-ks. ts/ or /-k. st. s/. It is the division /-ks. ts/ that seems preferable; it parallels that in /-ks. 8s/ and the dichotomy is clearer when the compound precedes the rest rather than go in the middle.

The above remarks concerning /θ/, /sk/, /sp/, and /ks/ make us assume the existence in final clusters of compounds which are more coherent and value as single phonemes. It may be noticed in this connection that coherent groups acting as units of a specific valency are well known in chemistry, cf. e.g. the hydroxyl radical (OH), with the valency of H, not O, i.e., 1. Of also that while the chemical formula of water is H₂O, its molecular structure is best shown as H(OH). The former formula only characterizes water as an oxide (cf. CaO, etc.), but the latter not only reveals its spatial structure (H—O—H), but also explains the neutral properties of the compound which result from its being a combination of the acidic hydrogen H with the basic radical (OH).

Three-member clusters will then be dichotomized so as to account for the compounds, thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{-sp. t/} & : /-sk. t/, /-sp. s/, /-st. s/, \text{but} /-sk. s/ \text{or} /-s. ks/; \\
/\text{-p. st/}, /-t. st/ & : /-d. st/ \text{cf. the lack of} /-ds/; \\
/\text{-t. t/} & ; \\
/\text{-s. ks/}, /\text{-k. st/} & \text{or} /\text{-ks. t/}.
\end{align*}
\]

In /-ks/ and /-kst/ the division can be both ways: it is immaterial how it is done in triple clusters (but not in four-member all-obstruent clusters, as shown above).

The existence of closer-knit compounds within obstruent clusters leads us to the problem of presonalized stops. As has been mentioned, two thirds of the final clusters in English are presonalized or prelateralized. The most important thing, however, is that there is close connection between the nasal and the following stop: they are homorganic. The nature of the nasal seems to depend on the stop (cf. e.g. Chomsky 1965: 175, Chomsky and Halle 1968: 116n.): it is /m/ before /p/, /n/ before /k/, and /n/ elsewhere. There is also a tendency to develop a homorganic stop between a nasal and a turbulent (e.g. nympf).

Articulatory explanation of these facts is simple, cf. Moulton (1956: 373):

"In the transition from a voiced nasal to a voiceless spirant or a non-homorganic voiceless stop, three operations must take place: (1) stop must cease; (2) the velum must be raised; and (3) the (bilabial, alveolar, or velar) closure must be opened. If all these operations take place simultaneously, the transition is direct. But if (1) and (2) take place before (3), the voiceless stop homorganic to the nasal is nasalized. And similarly also in the transition from a voice alveolar lateral to a voiceless spirant."

In a three-member cluster of this kind the nasal/lateral and the homorganic stop share more marked features than the stop and the following turbulent, therefore we dichotimize /mp. t/, /-nk. t/, etc.

We have so far distinguished the following types of compounds within clusters:

(a) pre-sigmatized stops /sp st sk/,
(b) post-sigmatized stop /ks/,
(c) the quiet affricate /θ/,
(d) pre-nasalized stops /mp nk nt nd/.

(N.B. the last group do not run counter to the markedness valency principle.)

The next problem is that of the strident affricates: are they one or two pho-
nemes, /ʃ j/ or /ts dʒ/. In the latter case they would form another class of close-knit compounds. The problem cannot very well be solved on the basis of the initial clusters. In the final clusters it seems that the position decisive for the treatment of the affricates is that following /n/ or /l/. In this position only there is alternation of /ʃ j/ with /ʃ tʃ/, e.g. bump, belch, plunge, burgle, etc.

Independent of the mono- or bi-phonemic analysis, the valency will be the same in any case: /ʃ/ has the valency 1, /ʃ tʃ/; /ts dʒ/ and /ts dʒ/, if treated as compounds, would value as their first members, i.e., 1 and 2, respectively.

The fact that the two cannot be followed by /ʃ ʃ/ is of course due to the sibilant offset. But it is tempting to regard the parallel forms following /n/ and /l/ as forms with and without /ʃ/ and /ʃ tʃ/ respectively, thus /n (t)ʃ/, /l (d)ʃ/, etc. One would be inclined to regard /ʃ tʃ/ as an excescence, comparable to that of /p tʃ/ and /p after /m/ and /n/ respectively, cf. nymph, length, etc. The postvocalic nasal is always homorganic to the following stop preceding /p tʃ/ we get /m/, and preceding /ʃ tʃ/ i.e. /n/. But there is /n/ preceding both /ʃ tʃ/ and /ʃ tʃ/ although the latter is palatal.

Chomsky (1965: 170) posits the rule

\[ [+\text{nasal}] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{a grave} \\
\text{compact}
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{a grave} \\
\text{compact}
\end{array} \]

which asserts that the nasal is /m/ before labials, /n/ before dentals, and /n/ before velars. But the specification a grave, b compact would require the nasal to be /n/ before palatals, unless the rule is split into two, viz.

(a) [+nasal] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{a grave} \\
\text{compact}
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{a grave} \\
\text{compact}
\end{array} \]

(i.e. that the nasal is /m/ before labials and /n/ before velars),

(b) [+nasal] \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{a grave} \\
\text{compact}
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{a grave} \\
\text{compact}
\end{array} \]

(i.e. that the nasal is /n/ before both dentals and palatales).

The problem whether the stop is excescent or reduced could be solved on historical grounds only. In a synchronic study as this one is, we cannot pretend to solve it. Orthography does not of course provide any reliable guide. As rightly observed by Yde (1963: 88), "we may in some cases look upon x+ys forms as "normal" and x+zs forms as "variants" (e.g. in /mnp/ vs. /ms/ and /nts/ vs. /n/); in some other cases we may look upon x+zs forms as normal and x+y+zs forms as variants (e.g. in /mpt/ vs. /mt/; /nts/ vs. /n/; /mds/ vs. /ndz/); in some cases, however, it is impossible to look upon either form as "normal" or "variant" (e.g. in /-tʃ/ vs. /-ʃ/, /-mp/ vs. /-mt/, and /-ndk/ vs. /-nt/)."

The alternance of /ʃ/ and /ʃ/ which occurs only after /n/ or /ʃ/, waists is strikingly parallel to the case of excescent (vs. lost) /p tʃ/ and /ʃ/ after /m/ and /n/ respectively. In this case it would be best interpreted as /n (t)ʃ/, etc. The difference is that in /mpʃ/, /p tʃ/ belongs to /m/, in /ntsʃ/, however, /n/ goes with /ʃ/. Similarly with /-tʃ/, where /ʃ/ belongs together.

As has been mentioned, the lateral or the nasal always appear nearest to the vowel in the final clusters, whatever the positions of the stops and spirants. As a matter of fact, this is the only position that can be taken by a resonant in a cluster. Resonants following turbulents postvocically automatically become syllabic.

What concerns the relative positions of the nasals and the lateral, the lateral precedes the nasal, being closer to the vowel, cf. /lnm-, lmd-, ln/, /ln/. (Not all speakers have the cluster /ln/; klm, klmd, kln.). This is in keeping with the phonetic nature of these resonants: the nasals are more consonantal in nature (there are no nasal vowels in English) than the lateral; notice also the "dark" value of /ʃ/ postvocically in all English dialects, and the historical passage of /ʃ/ into /ʃ/ in Holborn, etc.

In the r-lish dialects /ʃ/ would precede /ʃ/, cf. world, etc., and the more so /m/ and /n/, which is understandable in view of the complete vocalization of /ʃ/ in the r-less dialects. The relative order, from the vowel, would then be: /ʃ/ — /ʃ/ — /n/, and any change in this order postvocically would entail the formation of a new syllable, i.e. the monosyllabic film, klein, worm, earn, curt, but the disyllabic camel, tunnel, kernel, collar, hammer, runner, singer, etc. The turbulents in final clusters follow the resonants, but as already mentioned, stops and spirants between themselves are characterized by reversibility of order and general freedom.

What are now the mutual relationships of a nasal and a stop in a cluster? According to Kurylowicz (1949: 25) the resonant is constituent in the group. But it seems that the truly consonantal portion of the syllable margin is the more important one, being diametrically opposed to the vocalic centre. Also, the stop seems to govern the kind of the nasal, not vice versa. The nasal in forms such as lump, hunt, bank, etc., is comparable to the anusvāra of the Indian grammarians, or a nasal "prosody" (Firth) in pre-final position of the syllable structure CV~C.

How do we then account for the fact that it is the stop, not the nasal, that disappears in some clusters? The stop is optional only if another obstruent follows. In a two-element cluster the stop does not disappear. There seems to be a tendency (noticed by Håll) to close the syllable as much as possible.

The final conclusion concerning the structure of final clusters in English is that consonants do not form sequences individually, but rather on an intermediate level of close-knit compounds such as /ap, st, sk, ks, tā, dā, tā, mp, nt, ñk/. These compounds and single consonants are ordered according to the
principle of decreasing valency of marked distinctive features in the direction from the vowel outwards. The principle is valid, *mutatis mutandis*, also for the initial clusters, medial clusters (interludes), and vowel peaks, in short for the whole syllable structure in English.
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